BORDER MINIATURES

Fine miniatures for the collector, designed by Pete Armstrong.
The Border Miniatures range of figures and accessories is designed, sculpted and produced by Pete Armstrong in the NW of England. Occasionally guest sculptors may add items to the range too. The scope of our catalogue is constantly expanding as new subjects are introduced, the loose leaf format is designed to help collectors to keep up to date with new developments. Border Miniatures aim is to produce a fine quality product and towards this end emphasis is placed firmly on imaginative and original design work complemented by a high standard of sculpting. Much care is taken on the technical and production side of the business to ensure that a first class product reaches the collector. Historical accuracy is of paramount importance too, careful research from primary sources ensures that every detail of arms, armour and equipment is authentic. Quality in all aspects of the production of our models is our prime consideration.

Fernlea, Penrith Road, Keswick, Cumbria, CA12 4LJ, England.
Tel. & Fax. 07687 71302
80mm Medieval Series

Each White Metal Kit includes:
Full colour scheme and instructions on
burnishing and finishing in a realistic manner.
A coloured photo of the finished model.

80/11 Hussite Flailman, C15
Sculpted by Keith Durham

80/9 Medieval Crossbowman
Campaign of 1471

80/6 Knight of the
Battle of Barnet, 1471
BORDER

MEDIEVAL SERIES

Each Kit includes:
Full instructions on burnishing armour to achieve realistic finish.
A coloured photo of the finished figurine.

70.A2 ITALIAN MAN-AT-ARMS OF 1740, armour of Milanese manufacture.

70.A4 KNIGHT OF THE HUNDRED YEARS WAR, c.1400

70.A5 KNIGHT OF BOSWORTH FIELD, 1485
70.A1 CROSSBOWMAN, 1470

70.A3 KNIGHT OF THE WARS OF THE ROSES, c.1480

70.A6 KNIGHT OF 1250 armed for the Tourney
BORDER MINIATURES

80mm Medieval Series

Each White Metal Kit includes:
Full colour scheme and instructions on
burnishing and finishing in a realistic manner.
A coloured photo of the finished model.

80/7 Knight of the Battle of Tewkesbury

80/8 Medieval Handgunner Campaign of 1471

80/5 Richard III at Bosworth Field, 1485
80/12 English Bowman
Battle of Crecy, 1346

80/M2 Mercenary Captain
Late C15, armed in the South German fashion

Each White Metal Kit includes:
Full colour scheme and instructions on burnishing and finishing in a realistic manner and a coloured photo of the finished model.
Each White Metal Kit includes:
Full colour scheme and instructions on burnishing and finishing armour in a realistic manner.
A coloured photo of the finished model.

80/2. "THE LORD OF THE ISLES";
WEST HIGHLAND CHIEF, LATE C14.

80/1. FRANCIS I OF FRANCE
AT THE BATTLE OF MARIGNAN 1515.

DH/1. TURCOMAN ARCHER -
Early Medieval period.
Each White Metal Kit includes:
Full colour scheme and instructions on burnishing and finishing armour in a realistic manner.
A coloured photo of the finished model.

80/B3. This kit is normally supplied with a plain Helm. Here he is shown with Ac/5 substituted.

80/B4. Medieval West Highland Chief - Angus Og at the Battle of Bannockburn 1314.

80/B3. English Knight at Bannockburn, 1314 - shown here with Ac/4.
Border Miniatures range of accessories is designed to complement our figures. Designed in 70/80mm scale they can be used to great effect in dioramas, vignettes and to add interest to single figures. We started off with a simple Battlefield Accessory Kit AC1 which is one of our most popular items. Our range continues to expand regularly.

AC 1

Our base comes in two variations, (a) metal parts only (you supply a suitable base), (b) with a mahogany base. (Illustration shows AC 2b.)

The wooden base measures 65 x 55 x 27 mm.

AC 4

These crested helmets can be used with both 80/B3 & our Mounted Knight of Bannockburn, 80/M3.

AC 5

AC 6

Lots of farmyard goings on here, this set comprises of 1 cockerel, 2 hens, 3 chicks, & 1 of each duck.

Ladies usually prefer cats.......

AC 12

Set of 6 shields. A range of high quality water-slide transfers is available, designed to fit them.

AC 7

Spare arm designed to fit 80/6.

AC 13

This cat comes with a rat. The cat was designed by our daughter Alice, and is her first commercial figure.

AC 14

Robert the Bruce conversion set for 80/B3 & 80/M3

AC 15 Pavisce

AC 16

Missile weapons - C15 handgun with all the equipment needed to fire it & a crossbow with cranequin & quiver of bolts.

We have a range of animals and birds to suit all tastes from the Jack Russell admirer to the rodent enthusiast!

AC 10

A small scabby dog - based on 'BRAMBLE' our adorable pet Jack Russell Terrier.

AC 11

A fine figure of a cat, complete with 3 different rats.
RETAIL PRICE LIST 1993

54mm ENGLISH SOLDIERS OF THE LATE 17c
08 Grenadier 1695 (Throwing grenade)
13 Musketeer (Guards Regt.) 1695

54mm MARLBOROUGH’S ARMY
09 Grenadier 1702 (Lord Lucas’ Regt.)
10 ‘Sentinel’, Line Regt. 1702
14 Ensign 1702 (Dual pose figure)

54mm BRITISH SOLDIERS OF THE MID 18c
04 Private Battalion Coy., 1751
33 Grenadier Line Regt., 1751
02 Grenadier, Coldstream Guards, 1751
31 Drummer, Line Regt., 1745

54mm THE BRITISH ARMY 1800 - 1815
15 Grenadier, Line Regt., 1800
16 Sergeant, Centre Coy., Line Regt., 1803
17 Officer, Light Coy., 34th Regt., 1800
18 Drummer, Line Regt., 1800
19 Ensign, Line Regt., 1800 (Dual pose fig.)

54mm BRITISH YEOMANRY REGIMENTS
12 Officer, Duke of Lancaster’s Own Yeomanry, 1898

65mm THE FRENCH ARMY 1789 - 1815
21 Fusilier, Demi-Brigade de Bataille 1798
22 Sapeur, Séné Léger 1809
23 Grenadier, Demi-Brigade de Bataille 1798
24 Voltigeur, 27ème Léger 1809

70mm/80mm MEDIEVAL FIGURES
70A1 Crossbowman 1470
70A2 Man-at-Arms 1470 North Italian Armour
70A3 Knight of the Wars of the Roses c.1470
70A4 Knight of the Hundred Years War c.1400
70A5 Knight of Bosworth Field 1485
70A6 Knight of 1250, Armed for the Tourney
DH/1 Turcoman Archer
80/1 Francis I of France at Marignan 1515
80/2 ‘The Lord of the Isles’ West Highland Chief, C14.
80/B3 English Knight at Bannockburn, 1314
80/B4 Angus Og at Bannockburn, West Highland Chief, 1314
80/5 Richard III at Bosworth Field, 1485
80/6 Knight of the Battle of Barnet 1471
80/7 Knight of the Battle of Tewkesbury 1471
80/8 Handgunner on the march, full equipment - campaign of 1471
80/9 Crossbowman on the march, full equipment - campaign of 1471

80/10 Border Levy, 1595 by Keith Durham
80/11 Hussite Flailman C15, by Keith Durham
80/12 English Bowman, Battle of Crécy, 1346
80mm MOUNTED FIGURES
80/M1 Border Reiver, 1595 by Keith Durham
80/M2 Mercenary Captain Late C15, armed in the S. German fashion
80/M3 English/Scots Knight at Bannockburn 1314

ACCESSORY PACKS
AC.1 70mm Medieval Battlefield Accessories
AC.2 (a) Base Kit. Metal parts only - fits any rectangular wooden base
AC.2 (b) Base Kit. Metal parts & mahogany base 65x65x27mm
AC.3 Nameplates, 4 styles - 8 pieces in pack
AC.4 Helm with Crest & Mantling for 80/B3 (Lady in Basket)
AC.5 Helm with Crest & Mantling for 80/B3 (Crown & Boar)
AC.6 Helm with Crest & Mantling for 80/B3 (Crown & Seated Lion) Robert Bruce
AC.7 Alternative arm for 80/6
AC.8 Medieval Namescrolls, 8 pieces
AC.9 Poulty - Hens, Cock, Chicks & Ducks
AC.10 Dog - small terrier type
AC.11 Cat & Rats
AC.12 Shields - 6 spare shields assorted
AC.13 Seated Cat
AC.14 Robert Bruce Conversion Set for 80/B3 & 80/M3
AC.15 Pavise (70 x 35mm)
AC.16 Missile Weapons

TRANSFERS/DECALS
T1 Scottish Heraldic Transfers, suitable for 80/2
T2 English Heraldic Transfers for 70/80mm Series
T3 Royal Heraldry - Richard I - Richard III
T4 Heraldry for 80/6 & 80/7 Knights of 1471
T5 Eagles & Boars
T6 Heraldic Lions, Red & Blue

BORDER MINIATURES
Designed by Pete Armstrong.

Fernlea, Penrith Road, Keswick, Cumbria, CA12 4LJ. Telephone 07687 71302